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The International Students Accessing InFormation and

Education (ISAFE) Project addresses sexual violence

against international students. 

 

The initiative works towards increasing awareness of

sexual assault and knowledge for international

students to implement tools to keep themselves safe,

support their peer’s victims/survivors of sexual

assault and to increase their capacity to prevent and

respond to the crime.

 

If you are an international student who wants to

learn about immigration policies, sexual assault and

consent, how to support your peers, police/hospital

protocols, reporting and disclosing, and what

resources are accessible, this guide is for you.

 

Educate yourself and support your peers!

 

This is an updated version for 2021.

 

funded BY:

MOSAIC's Vancouver offices operate on the unceded,

traditional and stolen territories of the Musqueam,

Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh First nations. We would

like to thank them for allowing us to work, play and

learn on their land.
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as of December

31, 2019 there

were 642,480

international

students in

Canada

more than 50% of

Canada’s
international

students come

from two

countries, India

and China (2018

stat)

International

Students require a

study permit to study

at a designated

learning institution (a

school

approved by a

provincial/territorial

government) for a

program 6 months

or longer.

International Students are

foreign nationals, who

may be temporary residents,

refugee claimants, or

individuals without

immigration status.

covid-19

implications

on

international

students

Study permit = 

status document

Student visa = 

the travel document

that allows one to

board a plane back to

Canada if from a visa-

requiring country

 

 

Who are
International

Students?

has led to travel restrictions and

delays in the processing of  student

visas and study permit applications

Sources: cbie.ca, 150.statcan.gc.ca, international.gc.ca



Important  Information
to remember as an

International Student
Failing to comply

can affect your

ability to become a

permanent resident

once you have

finished school

know and

comply with

the conditions

set in your

study permit

Keep the Canadian

Immigration informed

of any changes (ex.

leave of absence)

Medical

insurance

if a medical

expense arises a

student can be

out thousands of

dollars if they do

not have medical

insurance.

PRotect yourself

by making sure

you always have

valid + proper

medical 

 insurance.

it isn't until

approximately

3 months after

arriving in

Canada that

students are

covered by MSP

(Medical

Service plan) in

BC.



Students can request a leave

from a program/studies and still

fulfill the requirement of

actively pursuing their studies, if

the leave does NOT exceed 150

days from the date the leave

starts and if the designated

learning institute authorizes

the leave. Students do not have

to advise IRCC that they are

taking a leave, but if requested,

they must be prepared to provide

proof that the leave was

authorized by the DLI and that

the leave did not exceed 150 days.

 

If students do not

resume their studies within

150 days, they must either

change their status to

visitor status or

working status, or leave

Canada.

your school has authorized a leave from your study

program for:

medical reasons or pregnancy

family emergency

death or serious illness of a family member

any other type of leave your school authorizes

your school has closed permanently or because of a

strike

you’ve changed schools

you or your school deferred your program start date

In this case, you must start your studies the next

semester, even if it starts sooner than 150 days, and

get an updated letter of acceptance.

Request for leave

Sources: /www.canada.ca

You can’t work on or off

campus during an

authorized leave from your

study program, even if your

study permit says you’re

allowed to work in

Canada.

Examples of

authorized

leave

what is

it?

 

Remember:



Challenges + Barriers
International Students can face

Lack of knowledge of the

canadian legal system 

Financial 

Manipulation

High cost of living

+ tuition fees

Work + 

financial

Legal

Harassment in the

workplace

Exploitation

Fear of 

deportation

issues around

work permits

Unclear leave

provisions



Remember you do not have to face these

challenges alone. There is support,

resources and help in every university

and community

Racism, homophobia,

transphobia, and racial

profiling

process of acculturation

&  language + culture

barriers

isolation and

homesickness + struggling

with independency 

social exclusion from

mainstream canadian

society & campus

stress + mental health

associated migration

trauma

lack of friends or

support network

Social





To help us understand

more about consent we

can use the acronym 

"Fries" which will act

as our consent

checklist

#2

Reversible

#1 Freely 

given 

#3

informed

Consent is an

enthusiastic

freely given

agreement to

engage in sexual

activity

What is
consent?

#4 

Enthusiastic

#5

Specific



When asking someone

for consent you can

directly say "do you

consent" but you can

also say...

Having consented on

a previous occasion

does not constitute

consent to all

future

sexual contact.
Consent

should never

be assumed or

implied, and

can be

withdrawn at

any time.

silence or the

absence of a verbal

‘no’ does not

constitute

consent.

"Are you

okay with

this"

"Does

this feel

okay"

"May I kiss

you"

"Do you

like it

when i ..."

T o
Summarize

...



When someone says no

it means they do not

consent. However,

there are other ways

someone can say no

such as.....

a person is

impaired by

alcohol or

drugs,

unconscious,

or asleep.

Consent cannot be

given if ...

the perpetrator

induces the victim

to engage in

sexual activity

by abusing a

position of trust,

power, or

authority.

"I don't want to"

"This doesn't feel

right"

"I'm uncomfortable"

"stop"

 

"Maybe

another

time"





Sexual Violence
Sexual violence is an

umbrella term for

any non-consensual

sexual behaviour,

actions, or threats that

are unwanted.

When someone experiences

sexual violence it can

have more than just a

physical impact. It is

important to know the

physical, psychological,

financial + Social Impacts

to understand everyone

reacts differently and

you do not have to face

this alone
- physical injuries

- exhaustion

- Migraines/Nausea

- Trouble Sleeping

- Higher Risk sexual

behaviour

-Sexual Dysfunction

- unplanned

pregnancy

Sexual Assault: 

any non-consensual sexual

contact/activity, including

the threat of such activity.

It can involve the use of

physical force, intimidation,

coercion, or the abuse of a

position of trust or

authority.

- Fear + Aggressiveness

- Flashbacks + Phobia

- Difficulty concentrating

- Self-harm + Suicidal

thoughts

- Substance abuse

- Feelings of guilt, grief +

Shame Financial

- Fear of intimacy

- Isolated +

loneliness

- Dependent on

others for support 

- Discomfort of

being touched

- Job Loss

- Inability to work

- Disrupting the

ability to earn income

due to time off

- Change in

work/school

performance

Physical

Psychological

Social



Sexual Violence +
International Students

are particularly

vulnerable to sexual

assault, both on and off-

campus, and are more

likely to be targeted

because they mah have:

- limited knowledge of

Canadian criminal laws

- Language barriers

- trouble identifying

sexual violence

women

- More than 80% of rapes

that occur on campuses

are committed by someone

known to the victim

/survivor, such

as an intimate partner

- A majority (71%) of

students at Canadian

postsecondary schools

witnessed or experienced

unwanted sexualized

behaviours in a

postsecondary setting in

2019

- Girls and young women

between the ages of 15-24

are especially vulnerable

to sexual assault

-women account for nine

out of ten police

reported sexual assaults

in Canada

- Personal experiences of

unwanted sexualized

behaviours more common

for women students

On
campus

Although women are at a higher risk of sexual violence, it

can happen to any gender and the offender can be of any

gender. Always listen and support your friends and peers.

International
Students

Sources:150.statcan.gc.ca, campusmentalhealth.ca



Rape culture is a culture that

normalizes and excuses sexual

violence through its values, beliefs

and behaviours.

Rape  Culture
Pyramid

Rape culture

If we tolerate the

behaviours at the

bottom of the

triangle, we are

allowing for the

behaviours/ acts

at the top to

occur.

By addressing behaviours and attitudes at the base

of the pyramid, behaviours at the top of the pyramid

are less likely to manifest.

Rape Culture

begins

here when

behaviours,

attitudes and

words are

normalized.

contraceptive

sabotage

non-consensual photo or video

Rape jokes sexist attitudes catcalling

rape

drugging 

molestation

gropingthreats

stalking victim blaming

Flashing & exposing

Source: 11thprincipleconsent.org



Debunking myths
perpetuated by

rape culture 

Fact #1

The offender

alone makes the

choice to commit

sexual assault.

No one is ever

“asking” for

sexual violence.

How someone acts

or dresses is NOT

an invitation for

sexual activity

against their will.

Myth #1

Women provoke sexual

assault by how they

dress or act. They’re

inviting sexual violence

and are increasing their

chances of being

sexually assaulted.

Myth #2

Only strangers

can commit rape.

They attack in

dark alleys and

in parks.

The majority of sexual assaults are committed by

someone the victim/survivor knows (a date,

acquaintance, partner, friends, co-worker,

spouses). Victims/survivors are often assaulted

in private residences. 

 

fact #2



Myth #3

Some victims of dating

violence or sexual assault

provoke violence

committed by their dates by

making them jealous,

acting mean, or teasing

them into thinking they

want to have sex.

fACT #3

Violence is NEVER the

victim/survivor’s
fault. There is no

such thing as victim

precipitated

violence.

Victims/survivors

are not responsible

for the actions of

their attackers.

Only people who use

violence are

responsible.

mYTH #4

People who drink

or use drugs are

“asking” to be

sexually

assaulted.

fACT #4

 A person cannot

consent if they are

drugged,

intoxicated, or

unconscious. The

perpetrator alone

is responsible for

their actions. Many

perpetrators use

alcohol and drugs

to make their

victims more

compliant. 

Myth #5

If two people are

married, living together

dating, or on a date,

consent is implied.

Romantic partners

cannot sexually

assault one another.

Fact #5

Being in any kind of

relationship does not give

someone the right to force

sex without consent. Sexual

assault can occur in intimate

partner relationships.

Friendliness, flirtation, or

paying for dinner are not

invitations to sexual

activity. Regardless of the

relationship, sexual activity

cannot be assumed.



 

Understanding 
your Options and the

Legal System



 

 

 

 You are able to disclose a sexual violence incident without

reporting. You do not have to report to get help and support.

Reporting is only an option. However, certain people within an

institution may be required to report if someone dislcoses to them.

If you ever

 experience sexual

violence it can sometimes

feel overwhelming when

trying to understand

your options and what is

the best choice. This

section will discuss your

options so you feel

educated when deciding

what to do.

Deciding to 

make an official

or formal

complaint to the

authorities which

generally

involves an

investigative

process.

Telling

someone what

happened to

you. This may be

a friend,

classmate, or

teacher.

Disclosing vs. Reporting 

Disclosing is ...

Reporting is...

2 options

include:

Remember:



The student may wish

to make a formal

report to the

institution to start a

student misconduct

process.

If you have decided that reporting is

the right option for you, there are

many different ways you can do it.

A victim/survivor may wish to report to the police, ideally

accompanied by a support worker from the institution or

a community-based victim services. They can also choose

to bring a friend (or someone else) for support.

If there is an immediate risk to

someone’s safety or health,

call 911. If the sexual assault is

in-progress or it has just

occurred, call 911. Tell the 911

dispatcher if you want police

and/or an ambulance. Multiple

languages available via

interpreters. State the English

word for the language needed.

If sexual assault had

occurred some time ago and

there is no immediate safety

risk to the victim/survivor

or the general public, the

victim/survivor can

attend or call the non-

emergency line for the police

in the city where the sexual

assault occurred.

Reporting

Report to

an

Institution

Report to the Police

Emergency - Call 911 Non-emergency



Police will take a statement

from the victim/ survivor, as

well as from any witnesses

and/or those who are also

aware of the incident. The

police will gather as much

evidence as possible,

including physical evidence

from the scene of the assault

as well as the medical

forensic evidence from the

victim/survivor if applicable.

Shower or bathe

Wash or comb through

hair

Change or throw away the

clothes that were worn

at the time of the sexual

assault

Disturb the scene of the

sexual assault

Brush teeth or use mouth

wash

To collect evidence, the

police may advise that the

victim/ survivor do not:

However, the victim should not be

discouraged from reporting sexual assault

even if they have done one or even all of the

above actions. Police can still collect

evidence and conduct an investigation

regardless.

Once you

complete

the initial

report to

the police

Collecting

 Evidence



It is recommended for a sexual assault survivor to seek

medical attention after the assault. Not all

signs/symptoms requiring medical attention are

immediately visible. Injuries could also be internal and

not immediately obvious, for example, strangulation

injury. If the survivor experienced strangulation during

the assault, it is critical to receive medical attention,

even if several days have passed. Also, some women may

not have considered the possibilities of sexually

transmitted infections (STIs) or pregnancy.

 

Medical exam and care is

provided

Forensic evidence is not

collected and forensic

documentation is not done

You can return to the Forensic

Nursing Service within 7 days of

the incident if you decide you

would like a forensic exam

Medical Exam

Forensic evidence is collected

and submitted to police

The forensic documentation

will be given to police

Any forensic samples that are

collected will be given to

police

The hospital does not test

forensic samples - police are

responsible for the testing of

forensic samples

Medical Exam and Forensic Exam –

Reported to Police
A medical exam and

forensic exam is done

Any forensic samples

that are collected

will be stored up to 1

year

The forensic

documentation will

be stored

indefinitely. It can be

given to police if you

later decide to

report the incident

Medical Exam and

Forensic Exam -

Stored Evidence (No

Report)

Medical Procedures

Medical 
Options

Forensic means: scientific tests or techniques used in connection with the

detection of crime.



First step:

 tell a

community-

based victim

service

program the

details of the

crime.

Third-Party Reporting
(TPR)

If you are a victim of a sexual offence in

British Columbia and are 19 or older,

you may be able to report the crime

through a third party so you remain

anonymous to the police

 when someone else reports

the crime to the police. It

allows victims who do not

want to report the crime

directly to ensure police

receive a report about the

crime.  

How it

works

Source: www2.gov.bc.ca/

The

community-

based victim

service

program is the  

third party .

They  will then

work with

police

without

giving them

your personal

information

Once the third

party files the

report on your

behalf, police

evaluate the

facts, start an

investigation and

take other

actions that are

appropriate

Only victim

service workers

in community-

based victim

service

programs (Not

Police Based)

can file third

party reports. 

Remember



Once brought to the

attention of the police,

an investigation can

begin. If there is enough

evidence for charges to

be laid the offender can

potentially be charged +

convicted by the court

system. if the offender is

found guilty they may

have to serve time in

prison.

 
 

Understanding Canadian Legal
Proceedings for Sexual Assault

Allows the  victim /

survivor to receive

monetary compensation

from the perpetrator for

the damages they caused.

A victim/survivor may sue

the perpetrator in civil

court regardless of

whether or not the

sexual assault was

reported to the police.

nOTE: A victim may pursue a criminal prosecution

for sexual assault in addition to a civil

proceeding.

Civil

Proceedings

 

Criminal

Proceedings



A protection order is

a court order made by

a judge to help

protect one person

from another. A

protection order

lists conditions for

a named individual to

follow that may

require that

individual to have no

contact, or limited

contact, with the

person being

protected.

if you are afraid

that a specific

individual may

harm you, you

may want to

consider

applying for a

protection order

 not going to the

protected

person’s home or

workplace, no

phone calls,

emails, or letters,

and no messages

through a friend

or relative.

Protection Orders

conditions

may

include:

For more info visit

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/g

ov/content/safety/crime-

prevention/protection-

order-registry/qa





Being an Active
 Bystander

An active bystander is

someone who safely and

appropriately

intervenes and supports

those impacted by

threatening/

inappropriate behaviour

and comments

#1 Non-verbal

There are two

ways we can be

an active

bystander

Intervening without

saying anything

Let the person

experiencing

violence know

you are there

#2 Verbal
"Excuse me, can

you tell me what

time it is?"

Verbally

Interrupting

the behaviour



A study found that Most

students chose not to

intervene, seek help or

take other action in at

least one instance when

they witnessed unwanted

sexualized behaviours,

including 91% of women

and 92% of men who

witnessed such

behaviours. Many women

did not act because they

felt uncomfortable (48%

of those who did not

act), because they feared

negative consequences

(28%), or because they

feared for their safety

(18%)

Being an active

bystander doesn't

have to be a

difficult process. Simply checking

in can stop the

momentum of

something bad

happening!
Notice the situation:

Be aware of what is

going on around

you

Interpret it as a

problem:

Listen to your

inner alarm

Feel responsible to

act:

You are part of the

solution

Know how to

intervene:

Educate yourself

on what you would

do

Intervene safely:

Take action in a

way that feels safe

Remember, the more

you practice being an

active bystander the

more comfortable

you will be at it.

Steps to follow:

Sources: www.mcgill.ca, www150.statcan.gc.ca  



 



Technology Facilitated Violence

is when technology is misused by

an abusive partner to commit

crimes such as domestic violence,

criminal harassment commonly

known as stalking, sexual

violence, impersonation and

harassment

Harassment, threats

and criminal

harassment, are the

most common

experienced forms of

technology

facilitated violence

by women. 

92% 91% 81%
Harassment Threats Criminal 

Harassment



This means that the person

who is nude or semi nude in

the photo/ video agrees to

send the image to a specific

person with the assumption

that the receiver is not

going to share it with

anyone else.

The majority of
people who share
nude or semi nude
images or videos with
another person do
so with consent.

Nude and Semi Nude

photos and videos

become illegal in

Canada when it is

shared or distributed

without consent.

 



Remember you are not to

blame if any of your

photos/videos are

distributed without your

consent

Tips to stay more safe
when taking images and

videos

Try not to capture any

identifying tattoos,

birth marks or jewelry 

Don’t
include your

face in the

photo or

video 

 
Lock your phone

and password

protect any file

apps 

Don’t wear or

have identifying

clothing in the

background 

Have a 

Neutral

background 





In a healthy
relationship
there should

be...

Good communication 

Sexual 

Respectfulness

Signs of an
Unhealthy

Relationships 

Trust

Comfort

Equality

Being 

Yourself

control

Humiliation

sexual 

abuse

Physical 

AbuseDependence

Disrespect



Gender-based violence is

violence directed against

a person because of their

gender. Both women and

men experience gender-

based violence, but the

majority of victims are

women.

Gender-Based Violence(GBV)

Some

signs of

GBV

include:

Psychological +

Financial Abuse

Threats, Stalking +

Intimidation

Property Damage

Physical, Sexual +

Emotional Violence

Misuse of

technology 

violence towards

pets

Women

accounted for

almost 8 in 10

victims (79%) of

intimate partner

violence
www150.statcan.gc.ca



Additional Complexities
for International Students

Experiencing GBV
Being embarrassed,

ashamed & humiliated

Fear of being blamed

Fear for one's safety

Fear of gossip,

judgement or anger

Feeling conflicted

Fear of the response

from police or the

criminal justice system

Loss of immigration

status or legally

bound to partner

Lack of community

support 

Remember, if you are ever in an unhealthy

relationship or experiencing Gender-

Based Violence there are resources,

supports and workers here to help you.

You can stay anonymous if you fear for

your safety or do not want to identify

yourself.





Follow these steps  to be
prepared if you ever need to

leave an unsafe environment

Bank cards, Health

cards, Credit cards,

ID

 Make a photocopy

of your important

documents - keep

them away from

the originals in a

safe place

Step 1

Make sure your

wallet has your:

Step 2

Step 3
Keep these in your

 bag:
keys, extra medication,

cell phone, emergency

money in an envelope,



Give your friends/family your extra

money, keys, documents that they can

safely keep at their house

Set aside money for a taxi/

transportation so you can leave easily

Other important
things to plan for:

Step 4
Keep these items nearby so they

can be easily packed:

Sentimental items

Suitcase(S) you can easily pack

Important Medication

Comfort items

If you share a bank account, open a new

one in your name

Practice your escape plan so you

are prepared when/if you need to

use it



If you are experiencing or are at risk

of violence staying at a transition

house can be a great option

More

about

them

located In a

confidential

location

Most are

staffed 24

hours a day 7

days a week

Provides short -

long term shelter

(usually around

30 days)

Free to stay

at and at

least 1 in most

cities



A full list of all the Transition Houses in

British columbia can be found at

bchousing.org/housing-

assistance/women-fleeing-

violence/transition-houses-safe-homes

Counselling

Legal Services 

Income assistance

Victim Services Worker

Safety Plan

Most Transition
Houses offer:



Emergency Numbers
Police/Emergency (24/7)

 911

Crisis Lines
Suicide Crisis Line BC (24/7) 

1-800-784-2433

 

Mental Health Support Line

310-6789

VictimLink (24/7)

(multilingual)

1-800-563-0808

Community Based
Victim Services

MOSAIC (Vancouver)

236-512-6170

VLMFSS (Vancouver)

604-436-1025

Wavaw (Vancouver)

604-255-6344

Chinese Community

Policing Centre (Van)

604-688-5030

Hollyburn Family

services society (North

Vancouver)

778-855-4566

FSGV (Burnaby, New

West, Richmond)

604-731-4951

Surrey Women's Centre

Society (Surrey)

604-589-1868

Archway Community

Services (Abbotsford +

Mission)

604-859-7681

Stopping the Violence
Counselling / Outreach 

MOSAIC (Vancouver)

236 -512 -6170

WAVAW (Vancouver)

877-392-7583

FSGV (Vancouver,

Richmond, New West)

 604-874-2938 X 4141

Family Services of the

north shore (North Van)

604-988-5281

Dixon Transition Society

(Burnaby)

604-298-2549

Burnaby Family Life

Institute (Burnaby)

604-659-2200

Chimo Crisis Services

(Richmond)

604-279-7077

DIVERSEcity (Surrey)

604-597-0205

SARA For Women

(Abbotsford + Mission)

604-855-3363

 

tel:1.604.436.1025
tel:(604)688-5030
tel:604-731-4951
tel:(604)589-1868
tel:(604)%20859-7681
tel:604-874-2938
https://endingviolence.org/need-help/services/entry/132/
https://endingviolence.org/need-help/services/entry/127/
https://endingviolence.org/need-help/services/entry/123/


Legal Resources
MOSAIC Legal Advocacy 

Program (Vancouver)

604-254-9626

BWSS Legal Services

(Vancouver)

604-687-1867

Rise Legal Clinic

(Vancouver)

236-317-9000

Dial-a-law

1-800-565-5297

Access PRo Bono

1-800-663-1919 

Legal aid Bc

1-866-577-2525

Sources Legal Resource

Centre (Surrey)

778-565-3638

The Legal Services

Society of BC (LSS)

604-408-2172

 

Healthlink bc (24/7)

811

BC Women's hospital +

health centre

(Vancouver)

604-875-2022 (Abortion &

Contraception)

Forensic nursing services

604-953-4723 (Surrey)

604-851-4700 (Abbotsford)

Embrace clinic - (free

medical care for

survivors of violence)

604-807-5406

 

 

 

Transition Houses
Vancouver Rape Relief

604-872-8212

Salvation army - kate

booth house

(vancouver)

 604-872-7774

Sage Transition House

(North Vancouver)

604-987-3374

Dixon House (Burnaby)

604-298-3454

Monarch Place (New

Westminister)

604-521-1888

 

 

Cythera Transition House

(Maple Ridge)

604-467-9966

Durrant House (Surrey)

604-531-4430

Evergreen Transition

House (Surrey)

604-584-3301

Mission Transition House

604-826-7800

Mizpah Transition House

(Dawson Creek)

250-782-9176

Castlegar Safe Home

1-888-353-2273

Medical Resources

Remember, you can always

call 211 if you are unsure

of what services are

available in your

community

tel:18006631919
tel:+17785653638


Educational Institutions - 
Vancouver + Lower Mainland

University of British
Columbia

AMS Sexual Assault

Support Centre

604-827-5180

Counselling services

604-822-3811

Campus Security

604-822-2222

 

Simon Fraser University

Sexual Violence Support &

Prevention Office

778-782-7233

Counselling Services

https://www.sfu.ca/stud

ents/health/see-a-

counsellor.html

Campus sEcurity

778-782-4500

British Columbia Institute of
Technology

 Counselling services

604-432-8608

Student Health Services

604-432-8608

Campus Security

604-451-6856

 

 

Langara College
Counselling services

604-323-5221

Health Services

604-323-5256

Sexual Respectfulness

Ambassadors

https://langara.ca/stud

ent-services/sexual-

violence-support-

education/take-

action/sras.html

Campus Security

604-562-1011

Capilano University
 Student Rights and

Responsibilities Advisor

604-986-1911, ext. 3578

Counselling services

604-984-1744 

Campus Security 

604-984-1763 

Vancouver Community
 College

Counselling services

604-871-7000

Security

604-871-7000 ext. 4444

Douglas College
Counselling Services

 604-777-6185

Security (New West)

604-527-5405

Security (Coquitlam)

604-777-6254

https://www.google.com/search?gs_ssp=eJzj4tVP1zc0zDAwMc0xy80xYLRSMagwNbEwMzc2SjY3SzJMMTZNszKoSEo0sDAxTE0yS0kxMEk09OIoTixOVihNSgYAE0IRfQ&q=sasc+ubc&rlz=1C1CHBF_enCA935CA935&oq=sasc+&aqs=chrome.1.69i57j46i175i199j0l2j46i175i199j0j0i395l3.4097j1j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#
https://www.google.com/search?q=ubc+cstudent+counselling&rlz=1C1CHBF_enCA935CA935&oq=ubc+cstudent+counselling&aqs=chrome..69i57j0i13j0i22i30.3419j1j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#
tel:+1-604-871-7000


Counselling Services 

250-304-6501

Options Clinic

250-304-8382

Castlegar Security

250-304-5590

Nelson Security

250-551-3327

Counselling Services 

604-854-4528 

International Students

604-854-4544 

Peer Resource + Leadership

Centre

604-504-7441 ext. 4823

Campus Security

 1-855-239-7654

Counselling services

604-599-2828

peer support centre

peersupport@kusa.ca

Security services

tech 604-574-2840

langley 604-514-0297

richmond 604-244-0130

Surrey 778-578-6312

Civic Plaza 

604-598-5276

 

 

 

 

Educational Institutions
University of the Fraser

Valley
Kwantlen Polytech

University

Selkirk College

Northern Lights College

Counselling Services

 Keep.meSAFE app

1-844-451-9700

Dawson creek security

 250-784-8202

Duty Manager (24hrs)

250-784-7610

tel:1-855-239-7654
mailto:peersupport@kusa.ca
mailto:Security.Officer.Civic@kpu.ca


For more information

Contact us at:

 

5575 Boundary Road

Vancouver, B.C. V5R 2P9

604-254-9626

info@mosaicbc.org

www.mosaicbc.org

 

 

mailto:info%40%6Dosaicb%63%2Eorg

